Common statement from The Primary Science Teaching Trust and The Ogden Trust (2015)
The close synergy between the objectives of the Primary Science Teaching Trust (PSTT) and The
Ogden Trust (OT) in the area of Primary Science is clear and through this statement, both
organisations formally recognise and celebrate this. In terms of support for primary school teachers
in science, The OT focus on Physics primarily, which makes it distinct from the PSTT who cover all
areas of science. The PSTT run projects across the country whereas The Ogden Trust’s concentrated
activity in Primary School Science, is more regional in nature. Both organisations celebrate
excellence in Primary Science Teaching through the award of Fellowships and indeed some teachers
are fellows of both. Given the strong synergy and the desire to work in partnership, both
organisations have agreed to work collaboratively and in the first instance in the Midlands region,
where both have significant activity. Both organisations are excited by the potential of this
partnership and see huge benefits with the prospect of roll-out of this model to other regions.
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The Ogden Trust Primary Programme (Physical
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